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1 20.3 10.31MB 1 20.1 10.05MB 1 20.1 10.06MB 1 20.1 8.94MB 1 20.1 8.94MB 1 8.94MB 1 120.0 10.04MB 1 20.0 10.03MB 1 20.0 8.94MB 1 19.9 8.93MB One of the most important additions in the game will always be maps for Minecraft Pocket Edition. And all because no one would be interested in just walking around
the world of MCPE. For some time of course, you can spend it. But not more than a couple of hours, because then just the eyes on the forehead rise. A person should always be checked. Otherwise, it's just boring to live. It's the same in the game. Maps for Minecraft PE 2019 If there are no difficulties on your way to
MCPE, you just play the circle. Experience you already at some point is not added. And there's nothing to say about skills at all. They can only be obtained if you find yourself in some difficulties, if you find yourself in a new situation. And when everything is familiar and clear - it is too simple. It's the case that you don't
tread in one place and come up with maps for Minecraft PE. They will add to your game zest, excitement, complexity, testing. Sometimes you'll curse them. But every time you pass a different card, you will be proud of yourself. It is worth noting that our maps are completely different: it can be large modern cities,
medieval settlements, castles. You will be waiting for maps, parkour cards, passing cards, survival cards, test cards, PvP or PvE cards, adventure cards, Hunger Games maps, maps with mechanisms, maps with mods, thematic maps. As you can imagine, now minecraft Pocket Edition will be a lot of fun. It seems that it is
simply unrealistic to pass all existing maps. Or maybe it's not necessary at all. Just find what you prefer and you can start the passage. It is clear that it will not be easy, but it will be wildly interesting. Maps for Minecraft on Android Due to the fact that everyone has different devices, Minecraft maps on Android are also
very different. There are very large cards, very demanding to the characteristics. And there are those that can be installed even on the oldest gadget (of course, moderately old). But at the same time, in terms of quality and plot, they do not give in to each other. The tasks are complex and interesting, the turns are
completely unpredictable. The plots are twisted. This will keep you in good shape. And the excitement in you will wake up constantly. In general, if you don't want to be long and have to be suppressed, then you should definitely download maps for Minecraft PE 1.8, 1.7, 1.6.1, 1.5.3, 1.4, 1.2.0, 1.1.0. They are easily
installed on your Android device. And then you just start playing, and stop noticing how time goes by. And all because there is so interesting, so exciting story that then you will not need anything else. We hope you will find maps that will hit you. Keep up with the news: we add something interesting every day. Map called
Apocalypse SAN FLORES FLORES Created in Minecraft for Android for Crafting Dead mods. It is made in a post-apocalyptic style - zombies flooded the city, they roam hungry, ... Players love to create complex mechanisms in Minecraft PE. There were craftsmen who even created a printer. The author of the Linear
Schedule Computer Planning chart is one of them. On this map, the mechanism ... The city of Greendale is a fast-paced Minecraft map for Android, where something new is constantly appearing. It's perfect for both solo survival in MCBE and multiplayer. Now the city of Greendale ... As you have already understood, on
the map of the Jungle Islands you will find an archipelago of tropical islands in Minecraft for Android, and you, by chance, have already ordered a ticket. This map ... On CT RAFT, everything is pretty simple in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. You are the only survivor of an unnamed vessel at MCBE. And your goal is
surprisingly simple in CT RAFT - survive on... A few colorful levels on the Muser map are waiting for you where you can prove yourself in the Minecraft Pocket Edition as a parkour. Levels developed in Minecraft for phone beginners - ... On the Minecraft map, but every minute you'll change places it's almost impossible to
survive in Minecraft on Android thanks to a small feature. Once the timer in Minecraft on the phone ... On the Minecraft Grid map, you'll find a huge number of levels of varying complexity in Minecraft on your phone. They are small and well thought out in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. Each level is a window into ... The
Manchuria City Project is part of a huge custom map in the Minecraft Pocket Edition. Soon the author will dazzle all together, and you will be able to play in the territory of Japan, ... How long can you complete parkour cards in Minecraft for Android? Dimension Parkour has a very long distance to go. How long do you
think it will take you to cover the distance of three... On the Guardian map, the author has prepared for you two roles in Minecraft PE - a guard or a knight. The Guardian in The Guardians is the boss against whom several players will fight in Minecraft ... The author added several different mini-games - from parkour to
zombie apocalypse, if you had something to do in Minecraft on Android. Have fun with the Mini-Plex Games card, every time choosing... Page 2 On the map Escape House, an unremarkable kind of home awaits you in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. However, it harbours an overwhelming number of secrets that of course
need to unravel in ... The floor on the MG Burning Platform is made of wood in Minecraft PE. And below, in Minecraft on Android, the fire is burning. Guess what will happen to this floor in MCPE? That's right, after ... On the Sky Block map, you'll find a not-so-familiar Skyblock in Minecraft PE. Yes, there are islands, there
are breasts, there is some loot in the MCPE. But then, really, what the hell is going on... On A Simple and Normal Parkour, you'll find some well-designed levels in Minecraft for Android. The complexity will constantly increase, so you are sure to adapt to everything that... Home on Breath of the Wild: Link House map is
best suited for survival in Minecraft on Android. As you might have guessed, it is based on the Minecraft Pocket Edition from a very famous... And now a little history on the map of D-Day Battle. To avoid questions - D-day is a designation for allied troops landing in Normandy in 1944. In Minecraft, however, the map does
not cover a huge ... Popular maps on which players have to overcome difficulties and fight monsters. Every time the fans try to come up with something new and interesting. That's how the Escape map came in. This is... In addition to the portal consists of 10 levels, however, the author plans to reduce to a hundred
levels. All the steps on the Minecraft map for the smartphone are designed in the style of the Void, so... Each player tried to challenge himself in Minecraft and understand what he was capable of. But ordinary survival has long ceased to be difficult. Even in hardcore mode. So we suggest you try ... Sometimes in
Minecraft such times when you do not know what to do. Even playing with friends is annoying. At such moments, worlds come to the aid of passing tests. So we suggest ... On BiomeButoon: Find all the map buttons, you'll have a great time in Minecraft for Android. It consists of richly designed MCPE levels and
gameplay complexity. Search for buttons in ... Players come with different cards and problems. Each player adds something new to this genre. Sometimes we get very unusual options that make players sweat and have fun. For example, Jam for ... Page 3 On Simple Caviar: Grassland Base Map, a pleasant surprise
awaits you - a beautifully designed habitat for your hero in the Minecraft Pocket Edition. Needless to say, there is a map ... On Dead By Dawn, you'll find a confrontation in Minecraft Bedrock Edition against a dangerous maniac. Who will be the butcher will determine the map itself. Originally, this mini-game was... Get
ready to survive in a whole new world in Minecraft for Android. The author was inspired by many anime series, as well as the culture of medieval Japan. So the map was born called NIHON NO... There are many tasks on the map. In A Way Out 2 you'll have to unlock rooms, chests, hatches and more in the Minecraft
Bedrock Edition. In addition, the whole map is one continuous level that ... No, this card is not so hardcore in Minecraft on Android that it can be immediately abandoned. Skyblock Braeden has no command blocks, shops or award-winning quests. As they say - Rich... Immediately note that Jackson's Epic Command
Block Parkour is not for weak mind and body devices with Minecraft PE. Indeed, on this map is only an overwhelming number of command blocks. ... The fight will start as soon as you download the Crazy PvP card. Each participant receives a starter kit at the beginning. There are 8 places on the map and each of them
offers the next contest in ... Creating the map Cirque Du Soleil, the author tried very Minecraft on Android. It turned out very cool - and the textures festive, and the arena under the dome on the map, in general - all ... The author has long been working on this world for Minecraft on the phone, the village is constantly
growing and improving. Now on the map Swamp Light Village is a successful project in which you can ... This Apple Store card is available in MCPE mode in Survival or Creative mode. On the shelves in MCBE there are a bunch of all sorts of gadgets. As in real life, they cost tons of oil. So if you want to buy ... On nether
Survival Base, you'll find a huge domino in Minecraft for Android. Its contents will be enough to quietly live in the hell of mcBE with due dexterity. The author made sure to survive ... On the map of the Parkour Academy, as you have already understood from its name in MCBE, the Parkour Academy is implemented. Here
are very informative training halls, with different blocks and... Page 4 Ready to Face the Paranormal In the World of Minecraft? Then take courage and download the new amazing map of red eyes! You will encounter supernatural phenomena in your Minecraft Bedrock office world. ... On the Boneblock map, you'll find a
lot of fun in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. For example, it will be bees that are still nowhere in Minecraft for Android on such maps. ... When you spend a lot of time in Minecraft, I want to check out what I've learned. At such moments, the cards are well suited, on which you have to carefully control the character. For
example, park worlds. ... On this cool map, you have a long way to go to go in the middle of the MCPE sky - that's what Sky Parkour is. You will find one very long level in Minecraft BE that consists of different blocks and ... Previously, SCP was popular. Players liked different creatures, logical puzzles. But most of all I
liked the atmosphere of the laboratory. There were a lot of rooms, besides, they were ... According to the author, the map called Pretty Neat Jump is not the longest parkour map in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. Although this happens in Minecraft PE is far from fast. It will require good ... The forest mansion on the Forest
Row estate map will give you an unforgettable experience of living in Minecraft BE in survival mode. It's a little modernized, but nothing on the map spoils at all. In the... You also love exploring theme parks World Minecraft? We are pleased to provide you with a map of the Fantasy Islands, where you will find a medium-
sized theme park with... The author created the Let's Play World card specifically for those players who are tired of building in Minecraft. In this world, the author has prepared everything for the beginning of survival, so ... On the Minecraft map in one V1.1 block, you'll find it very difficult to survive in mcBE. Compared to it,
any block, whether sky, water or snow, is a kindergarten. Can you challenge... On the stunning world map of survival you will find a completely different world on MCPE. Although it consists of Minecraft on Android made up of standard biom, the author believed that the standard ... Nether PVE Dungeon Crawler Map is a
vast labyrinth built in hellish themes. The player will have to fight with crowds of monsters and mobs, while collecting equipment and other items for survival ... Page 5 On the Map Minecraft Manhunt, you have to show intelligence and dodging in Minecraft BE. You, like your friend, are essentially victims and hunters at the
same time. Such a duel in the style of PvP. ... On this amazing Dodge Ball map you will find an interesting mini-game. In it you have to dodge flying arrows and fireballs. The winner is Minecraft Android player who will be the last ... On a small sumo champions map, you have to fight against other MCBE players. If you are
familiar with this type of struggle, then you know the rules in MCPE. To defeat the hero, just push him out into the street ... We are increasingly being asked to pay attention to test cards. Cards like SkyBlock are particularly popular. So we found a Pixels Skyblock card on which the player would have to sweat in ... Finding
leverage on the map Find the lever - Mesa you don't have to look for buttons in Minecraft on your phone. Their search is already in order. But for some reason such cards... Not so long ago, maps were popular, where players had to extract resources and survive in prison. But like other advertising modes, they lose
demand. So the development fans have created ... On this cool map of the Original Survival Islands series you'll find survival in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition on a small desert island. As sad as it sounds, you're not alone here. You... On this large-scale Map of Adventure Island you will learn all the tastes of adventure in
Minecraft on Android. In addition, it is not an ordinary survival, but a plot. Can you save the world, ... Let's just say you find a demo room in Minecraft BE on 10 Simple Redstone Mechanics. On it the author collected a dozen simple and very popular mechanisms. In Minecraft Bedrock ... On this Iceblock Survival Extreme
map in Minecraft Bedrock Edition, you'll find real challenges. High VANili MCPE compared to this small map is nothing. Constant absence ... On this map are four Dropper elements, you have to fall for a long time. In Minecraft Bedrock Edition, you'll find four levels, each matching its own. No need to think, there are ... On
the map, mountain islands dominate the Minecraft BE mountain ranges. And by the way, biomies, too. If you were looking for an interesting map to survive, then mountain islands is the perfect solution... Page 6 We are excited to present you with one of the best maps currently available in the world of Minecraft - Fortnite
11.0 Map and 8.0 HALLOWEEN Map! Fortnite is just the game's success of the year! Creators... AquaBlock is almost like SkyBlock's Minecraft BE, just harder. You will start playing MCPE in the middle of the ocean and at a decent depth. The same familiar island, only floating in the water. ... The entire map is a huge



tower in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. The spiral tower, as you already understand under its name, has a spiral parkour path in the MCBE that you need to overcome. By the way... The modern bunker map is the perfect haven for Minecraft for Android. The bunker on this map will be able to protect the MCPE from
anyone. Oh, and there are hardly any daredevils who encroach on your... Map Change Course is a mini-game with puzzle elements in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. The bottom line is simple - to ride a trolley on the rails, while not allowing Steve to divide and multiply Bedrock ... Paranormal card games are currently in
testing in Minecraft BE, in some way. The author wants to roll out the storyline in the next update of this world in MCBE. At the same time, it's not there, you ... Map of Equestria is almost a real collection of mini-games in Minecraft BE. And you will find a large number of quests and familiar characters from this universe.
Only, however, as part of ... Although Minecraft Bedrock has the function of creating a flat world, the player has no control over it. And sometimes you need to create a world of other types of blocks than grass. Author... Minecraft is a popular game and more and more people are starting to play it. If you are a beginner
and want to explore MCPE, then the map of the Crimson zoo will be a cool solution, since all mobs ... Map Misty'O Vemor is a PvE mini-game where you have to fight Minecraft monsters on Android. In this case you have to run away from the main villain. Be careful - if he catches ... Map the Christmas Adventure theme
park for Minecraft on Android, where you'll find Christmas decorations and four attractions. You will also find two shops with holiday souvenirs in the game. ... You'll have at your disposal three automatic farms in Minecraft over the phone. These are the mechanisms of production of bamboo, wheat and lanterns for MCPE.
Map 3 Just Farms will be ... Page 7 map of Parkour Ravine has the ability to kill the main character in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. Well, in the sense that, unlike other genres, the Ravine Parkour map has a lot of lava lakes. ... The author decided that it was time to diversify the gameplay in Minecraft Bedrock Edition,
because everyone is tired of running around the locations in search of buttons. To find... The map of Castile's quest is not in vain carries the genre of adventure in Minecraft Bedrock Edition. In the end, you have to solve a lot of judges, but perhaps the main thing in Minecraft for Android is ... The Defend The Villager card
is a mini-game for MCPE in which you have to defeat hordes of evil spirits. From the arsenal you can only access the bow with arrows, with which you will have ... Map Skyblock: Re will give you unforgettable gameplay in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition for many hours. You will start playing as always - on one of the
islands on which there is not a damn in ... The quartz parkour map consists of more than 50 levels in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. Not every card can boast so many stages! All levels in Minecraft for Android are carefully designed. And textures ... Map Modern Interior Ideas is a tutorial in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition.
Salon-shop without the right to buy, or exhibition hall, if you like. This map is only for MCBE creativity. And you can do it... Every Minecraft Bedrock player has moments when you want to start a fun survival, but start laziness from scratch. We have a specially prepared map of My Survival World that will allow you to ...
Every player in Minecraft has a moment when he wants to relax in a good place. And then we think about how to build the right house. But why waste time and nerves when there is Longfield Modern... In Minecraft PE, there are times when you want to tickle your nerves and experience new emotions. But, unfortunately,
even the most difficult difficulty in this does not help. So we want ... Map Find The Halloween Button is a traditional mini-game for finding buttons in Minecraft BE. As always, the location in Minecraft on Android is divided into levels that you can only go to... The Siren Head card is the embodiment of the best traditions of
the horror genre. Minecraft has a lot of adrenaline and flashes on your phone, so get ready! The plot tells about strange events that take ... Page 8 All minecraft players would like to put themselves on a difficult test from time to time where they have to give all the best. But, unfortunately, there are few such worlds... So
we want to offer ... Temple Glide is a fun MCPE mini-game. The purpose of the card is to get from point A to point B faster than other players in mcBE. And you know, everyone on this map is flying. With... The Newesle City Map was created for Minecraft Just one person. Gradually it grew in MCPE to such size that it
looks completely immodest. Now it has more than 500 different ... The Jungle Adventure card is designed for Minecraft on Android for one player. Also, it has a primitive but ridiculous lot. So you're a researcher in the MCPE jungle. And your job is to save ... The giant bathroom map in Minecraft BE has a bunch of similar
brothers. However, they are designed in comparison to this card and other card games are extremely poor. It's a mini-game, on the other hand ... We all love worlds, with steep parkour zones. But some of them are too lazy and boring, and some are too light. But we know there's a track you like. We want to introduce you
to ... Most Minecraft PE players don't like to do survival and construction, preferring cool mini-games. One of them is the battle at the Splif Arena. But for this whine a decent, prepared world. ... For those who don't know what to do in Minecraft Bedrock, ET's Survival Games map has been developed. The authors were
inspired by the Hunger Games series and took some ideas from there. ... Many Minecraft players love to test themselves in challenging trials and mini-games. If you are one of them, we suggest you try the survival map of the dome of the island. If you pass it, you can be the coolest... Escape The zombs is very cool for
single-player gaming as well as for MCPE multiplayer mode. It is to him we will recommend you, as it is not only difficult, but also fun to cut ... OG TNT Wars card is not a very serious PvP in Minecraft for Android. Your goal is to charge the gun with a block of explosives and poke out the enemy's house in MCPE. Literally
the whole map ... MAP - Game 2 was created, as you actually guessed, based on the famous movie. The action in the game will unfold in the game in an ominous basement. Steve was kidnapped by MCPE and he... Page 9 Map Flood Challenge: Lava Edition is the ideological successor to the previous map for the
MCBE. Only if there location was flooded with water in Minecraft on Android, then Flood Challenge: Lava ... Parkour's map reveals the essence of its name in MCPE. Pass the mini-game - you have to jump a lot and for a long time. In MCPE, it doesn't look as depressing as it sounds - there are many... The Renaissance
map allows you to play countless times in the MCBE. By killing the dragon, you will not only get a special item that will resume the game. It will also be a special charm and ... The Skyblock Isles map is not fundamentally different from the competitors in Minecraft BE. You won't have any stores to exchange. Everything
that can be found among craft games can be... The sand and gravel of Free Fall Map has prepared many surprises for you in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. Including from the sky. While you Climb to the very top in MCPE, various precipitation ... In today's world, few people watch TV, and it is very in vain! The Wipeout
map was created by the inspiration of a show of the same name, in which participants try to overcome obstacles, but in ... Minecraft BE has not only the sea and the beach, but also the jungle, mountains, caves, lakes and forests. Looking for a new place to survive in the game? Then the map of the jungle island is right
... The Flatlands Survival map is an improved and slightly modified version of the celestial islands for Minecraft for the smartphone. Try to survive in a limited world! In fact, survival on the plains ... The PewDiePie world map will shake you with its Minecraft Bedrock Edition. What do you think of the giant globe? This card is
rich in the game for such things. By the way, there's a bag of textures. ... My old creative world is nameless in Minecraft Bedrock. Seriously, the author called it - My Old World of Creativity. There is a lot intertwined here, from planes to fairy castles. ... Map zombie hero: Attack invites you to take part in survival during the
zombie apocalypse in Minecraft on Android. Can you survive or join the ranks of the Walking Dead? How to play on the map: ... GeoHarvest even has a Minecraft Bedrock storyline. Your character is an office plankton in MCPE. One day he was tired of hatching his own, and he went to conquer the countryside of MCPE.
... Page 10 of the Battle Royale Map is a huge location in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition. Naturally, in order to win the game, you have to play in survival mode. And survive in MCPE, respectively. Minecraft on Android ... Unobtainable Items Showcase will show items in the Minecraft Bedrock Edition that are not in the
game. Rather, there are, but they are hidden so deep that it is impossible to force them ... Do you love pandas as much as I love them? Minecraft World has prepared for you an entire village of pandas, located in the territory of the amazing new map Panda Land! This build started even when I,... And do you have the
strength to go down, bypassing all the obstacles using your parkour skills in the world of Minecraft? Can we test it in the territory of the new amazing GetDown card!? ... Welcome to SkyBlock's exciting new adventure map in Minecraft! This map will please you with atypical gameplay! Discover new ways to survive by
completing a series of quests consisting of daily... Test your Minecraft survival skills by completing a series of 9 different tasks inside the cube space. On the map Cube Escape for Minecraft Bedrock you are trapped inside the cube and your goal is to ... Are you tired of the familiar world of Minecraft? Want to add
something crazy new to your research? No problem, Crazy Craft Custom Terrain and Map Structure will solve your problems and... Hurry to please you and your friends with summer mini-games in the world of Minecraft! A map of summer mini-games! Lets get the right 6 exciting mini-games at once! A variety of parkour
courses in ... We hasten to please you with a great map Mountain View Inn and Suites for Minecraft, on the territory of which you will find a large hotel with attractions, including even a water slide and... Welcome to the new magnificent SurviVolcan2 map, where you'll find a stunning landscape, an abandoned castle and
even an active Volcano of the Minecraft world. Be careful not to... Ready to embark on an exciting new adventure in the world of Minecraft and explore the unknown waters? We hasten to please you with a great map Of DeathCore II: Unknown Waters, on the territory of which... Want to play Space Spleef in Minecraft?
The Minnesota Spleef Arenas map will definitely please you and your friends! This area of World Minecraft Bedrock includes 3 different arenas, ... Page 11 We are in a hurry to introduce you to the world's first track Of Kroaaar Valley of Minecraft! On the territory of the new map of the First Race you can travel in time,
meet with the dodo and even see... Want to plunge into the atmosphere of a terrible adventure in the world of Minecraft? Then you should definitely rate the new Dungeon Escape card! You wake up in the cold and lonely ... Are you ready to play the mafia in the world of Minecraft? Mafia is a game of skill and intelligence!
Such territory in Minecraft Bedrock includes several different maps, roles, and each game ... We are in a hurry to please you with a truly amazing map of the sky Mysti' Skyblock in the world of Minecraft! You can do any crazy things in Minecraft Bedrock! You will be set many different interesting goals and ... Parkour
Paradise Map: The giant house is perfect for those who want to practice their parkour skills in the world of Minecraft Bedrock. There are 10 different levels that all vary in complexity as well... Do you consider yourself a true doctor who fan? If so, then Welcome to the Tardis card for Minecraft was created specifically for
you! I think that each of you has ever dreamed of visiting the TARDIS,... Gather your Minecraft friends around the world and head to the territory of the exciting new HyperPVP! This card will offer you an unusual PvP game, this time you have to fight in a knockout ... Apparently, many Minecraft players have at least once
played Death Run on servers? And today we are in a hurry to present you an amazing map IL Death Run v2.1, which is actually a full-fledged world for ... Want to experience the atmosphere of magic and magic in the world of Minecraft? Especially for you, we have expanded the dungeons and added the magical London
Merlin! Map of Merlin Magic ... Ready for another terrible adventure in the world which will you have goosebumps from? The map F.e.a.r (Horror) on the last warning will certainly please you! In the forest of the world ... We are delighted to welcome you to re-create the fictional Walford county in the East End of a popular
British show! This map in Minecraft includes most of the buildings in the very order up to the bridge (there ... Want to get a personal secret base in the world of Minecraft? Then you will certainly appreciate the new useful CC: Secret Base Map! This world base Minecraft Bedrok is made in a modern style... Page 12 Ready
to go look for your dog named Banjo in the world of Minecraft? Finding Banjo is a simplified adventure map in Minecraft Bedrock, where you'll find a lot of puzzles and battles... Looking for a decent Minecraft mansion? And what about the secluded British manor house, located in the woods on the territory of the stunning
map Titan Manor? This mansion in Minecraft Bedrock has completely ... Well, are Marvel fans ready to see the new Avengers tower in Minecraft? The FoxCo Tower map will certainly please you! As you know, Tony Stark decided to sell the Avengers Tower and started moving towards... Are you ready to save the World
of Minecraft from an alien invasion? Space Death Run will make you happy with a new space adventure! Due to the fact that aliens have invaded the earth, you and your team ... Welcome to Gamemodecraft, the stunning city of Minecraft, which will soon be 5 years old! This is an incredibly detailed creation in Minecraft
Bedrok, all the buildings of which have ... Have you decided to make another exciting prison adventure in the world of Minecraft? Then you'll definitely need a stunning new DarkSide prison map! More often than not in the world's prisons ... Want to have a private mansion underwater in the world of Minecraft? The Bubble
Mansion map has just prepared for you such a unique creation! Such a modern underwater house of the world... Are you looking for the greatest modern home in the World of Minecraft? The Modern House map will delight you with this Minecraft Bedrok creation. This area is perfect for your fascinating survival. ... Do you
know how to create banners in the world of Minecraft? We suggest you try to repeat all the designs of banners on the territory of the copy The Banners! After creating this map in ... Especially for fans of multiplayer mini-games, we are in a hurry to introduce the new exciting map DS: Factions 3.0 in the world of Minecraft!
First you need to download this game and call all your ... Among Minecraft players there are not few people with good creativity. That's why we decided to please you with a great Card Art Maker! that will help uncover your creative... How good are your parkour skills in the Minecraft world? Can we test it on the territory of
the new 12UN Parkour speed map in Minecraft A total of 12 challenging levels await ... Page 13 Ready to go explore the mysterious island in the world of Minecraft? On the DS: Mysterious Island map, you'll find an amazing place where a meteorite once fell! Only one house ... Lucky Blocks Race is a competitive
multiplayer racing mini-game for Minecraft! There are also many happy blocks of Minecraft Bedrock in the map. Goal... Do you like parkour cards in the world of Minecraft? Want to try something new? Then you will definitely appreciate the new Parkubes Effect card, which includes 25 simple but exciting ... We are happy
to introduce you to a very exciting mini-game that you can play alone or with friends in the world of Minecraft! Escape Room: The mystery Word card is based on the popular game the same... Do you like the survival maps in the Minecraft world that consist of several fragments? The Thing Survival Map - The new edition
is just such a creation of the world of Minecraft Bedrok! You have to check your... Well, fans of Jurassic Park are in a hurry to please you with a great map for Minecraft dedicated to the new part of this film! You have to explore the main street, the Circus of the Jurassic Period,... We are delighted to present one of the
most iconic maps of cs_italy Minecraft! To my taste, this is one of the best lifesaving maps in the world of Minecraft Bedrock! It's really very special ... Well, adventure lovers CS: GO in Minecraft, we have another amazing deathmatch Attack map specifically for you! This game includes weapons such as AK-47, P90,
M4A4, AWP and MP7. You won't belong ... We're in a hurry to please you with a fairly extensive area (10,000 × 10,000 blocks) in the world of Minecraft, which includes eight unique bioms that players will have to explore! Vegetation of these ... After finishing work in the pizzeria and at Maxi's warehouse in Minecraft, you
are a bit crazy! In fact, you just dream of horror movies, and you still can't figure it out. It's happening in ... Are you a fan of shooters in the world of Minecraft? Then you'll definitely appreciate the new classic map for Minecraft: Call of Duty, where you have to fight enemies and save the world of Minecraft... Twelve Eva is a
short horror map in the world of Minecraft, in which you have to make a lot of jumps to get out of the trap. To be honest, you're waiting for a pretty simple story in Minecraft... Page 14 Would you like to feel like a millionaire in the world of Minecraft? A new stunning bunker in the territory of the largest bunker map will surely
provide you with everything you need for this! ... What is your level of care in the World of Minecraft? And can you determine which unit or object does not belong to a particular room in the territory of a fascinating new map What does not belong? ... You can The new horror pizzeria in the world of Minecraft? Welcome to
the new fascinating map - FNAF 1's Minecraft Bedrock! The author tried to recreate ... On the BattleArena PvE map in Minecraft, you'll find an exciting mini-game with a variety of battle arenas and a shopping system. You have to survive and defeat a few waves of your... We are delighted to introduce one of the largest
and most modern cities in the world Minecraft! On the map of Audia City you will find many beaches, harbors, houses and even an airport in Minecraft ... Are you ready to survive the paranormal activity in the world of Minecraft? Then take courage and go to the territory of the terrible new Supernatural map! In general,
you will find quite a small... We are happy to introduce you to a new complex and confusing map - Escape Room Demo in the world of Minecraft! This area includes 15 numbers that will test your strategic skills in Minecraft Bedrock. You can... Are you looking for a new exciting PvP map with different game modes in the
world of Minecraft? Then you definitely have to appreciate the amazing new map of Mocco!!!, which will certainly please even ... SkyBlock 50 Map is the typical celestial ship in the world of Minecraft with 50 built-in achievements! There is also a system for tracking achievements on this map that tells you about your
current progress as a percentage. You... Do you like the terrible adventures in the world of Minecraft? Abandoned: The warehouse map will certainly please fans of horror in Minecraft Bedrock! In this area you should always be on the lookout, ... Are you looking for a tough map of parkour in the world of Minecraft? Then
the 1 HP Heart card will definitely suit you! You are waiting for 10 different levels in the world of Minecraft Bedrok, in each ... We're happy to welcome you with the exciting new Deadly Find the Button! card, which at first glance looks like the usual button-finding game in the world of Minecraft. In fact, it's not! You will...
Page 15 On The Find the Button for Minecraft map you will find an exciting mini-game that includes 25 different levels. At each level you will find a certain story that expands as ... Oh, these modern cities of the world of Minecraft! And today we are happy to present you with a map of Blue Topia, in the territory of which
you will find the amazing city of the world Minecraft Bedrock ... Usually in the world of Minecraft, players strive to survive, but today we are happy to present you with a completely different map of 75 ways to die! The name 75 Ways to Die in itself speaks to the main thing... In general, horses are just amazing creatures.
And it would be strange if they weren't in minecraft on Android. They usually have to be everywhere. Horse Racing card for Minecraft PE will be ... Welcome to the world of Redstone ColDog5044! This area of the world Minecraft is updated weekly, so it will always make you happy! Here you can explore a few gadgets
and Redstone ... Do you like to test your parkour skills in the world of Minecraft? Then you will be interested in the new map All In One Parkour, on the territory of which several exciting levels ... Welcome to the exciting new adventure in the world of Minecraft! On SCP territory: Breaking the map, a secret lab is waiting for
you, who until some time was at rest before the sudden blackout ... Raid Royal is a royal card designed for 3-8 World of Minecraft players! In total, you will find 4 locations for team battles in the world of Minecraft Bedrok. It's really good ... We decided to introduce you to a very unusual Mega Skyblock card. You haven't
seen this at MCPE yet. This is a Mega Skyblock map where you can find up to fourteen islands. And each of them... In the territory of the exciting Chicken Catcher Map, you will find an endless mini-game in which the player will have to remotely control the character to catch all the chicks of the world... The Glodelania
Railway is a fictional railway designed specifically for the world of Minecraft! This is not an ordinary railway at all; You'll soon be convinced of that. In fact, it's the only ... Do you like to have complete control over someone's life? And how do you feel about the unique death traps in Minecraft? And what if I say that this map
in Minecraft Bedrock includes both ... Page 16 We're excited to present you with a great map for Minecraft that's perfect for you and your friends! You will have to split into two teams, then enter the maze, try to choose the right ways to find ... Get ready for the most exciting mini-game search button in the world of
Minecraft! This map includes 15 exciting levels that in turn are divided into classic, adventure and redstone tests in ... A small but luxurious home awaits you in the territory of a new unique map - Small Luxurius House in Minecraft! Here you will find a pool, a functional speaker system,... Want to try yourself as a planter of
the Minecraft world? Then you should definitely visit the new informative territory Of Planters: Tutorial! Here you will find out what are the main blocks... Do You Consider Yourself a Minecraft Parkour Professional? Then you will definitely be interested in the new Insane Parkour Map, which includes many challenging
levels! This gameplay will require ... Especially for fans of the big roller coasters in the world of Minecraft, we are in a hurry to present a new and stunning map of great investments! Descending to this attraction will take you 35 minutes, ... UKS City is a city built in a flat world and you can find on the Minecraft map of the
same name. Here you'll find a wide range of modern homes and Buildings. At one end ... Have you decided to try your courage again and experience another night with Freddie in the world of Minecraft? A new exciting map five nights at Freddie's for MCPE has prepared for you another ... Want to feel like a real scientist
from the world of Minecraft? We are happy to present you with a laboratory card of the zer0, where you will find an excellent laboratory. It's exactly the lab ... Want to try to survive on a ship in the world of Minecraft? On the territory of the map Curse of Mandrak you will find just such gameplay! On this ship in Minecraft
Bedrok you will ... Decided before Halloween to go on a terrible adventure around the world Minecraft? We are happy to present you with a map of Hello Neighbor In Minecraft, where you will find ... We are pleased to introduce you to the Evenhold Drama Christmas Short Draft Map, on the territory of which you will be
able to explore the last village still existing in the northern part of the world ... Page 17 Finally, after many months, the PlayStation 4 work console is available in the world of Minecraft! This creation of the world of Minecraft Bedrock works at the expense of Redstone and ... Goldfen Legend is an RPG-style adventure card
for Minecraft that can be played anywhere in the company of up to 4 players. In this first chapter of this adventure in Minecraft Bedrock, you can help... Ready for one of the world's toughest puzzle maps? COMMIT card is sure to please fans of complex gameplay in Minecraft Bedrock! Your attention will be submitted 5 ...
The Pyramids of Giza, Tower Bridge and the Roman Colosseum are among the attractions that await you in the new Jumping Around the World map in Minecraft! You can explore this world... Are you looking for an exciting new game in the world of Minecraft? We invite you to visit the territory of exciting portals and
dungeon maps where you have to go through several portals to ... We are happy to please you with another reliable bunker in the world of Minecraft! This map includes 10 different combinations of doors and traps, as well as 12 rooms for research in Minecraft... Are you ready to kill everyone alone and win a new exciting
mini-game in Minecraft? You will not have a team, you have no one to ask for help, just kill everyone in its path! Italy Deathmatch card in ... Can you escape from the forest trap in the world of Minecraft? SB: The secret forest map will definitely make you sweat well before you pass all the prepared tests! Solve a few
puzzles in different... We are pleased to introduce you to an amazing area, which began construction in 2015 as a server for Minecraft. Today this map is the kingdom of redemption, where survival is subject to certain ... On Outlast territory: Chase Map Minecraft, you will have an exciting adventure based on the
eponymous game created by RedBarrels. On this map, you wake up inside the cage along... We're excited to introduce you to the second part of the amazing GetDown 2 map for Minecraft PE! This time you will find the territory of large sizes, as well as new teams and traps! You just look ... Do you want to challenge your
friends and fight in a fun battle in the world of Minecraft? Blast Strike Squad is the best way to do it! You are waiting for some great modes of play ... Page 18 Well, love parkour, we have some good news for you! The Parkour Islands are one of the largest parkour maps currently available in Minecraft. This Minecraft
world territory includes a large number of ... Are you looking forward to summer too much? World of Minecraft has decided to please you with a new summer card Find button 3: Summer edition where you will come across 10 different levels of difficulty ... Are you looking for an interesting adventure in the world of
Minecraft? We're excited to offer you the new exciting Apollo's Cat! In this part of the world of Minecraft Bedrock, you play a role ... Again decided to test your skills in the battle against the zombie world of Minecraft? We are excited to introduce you to the new amazing waW-Nacht Der Untoten map, which includes many
areas and will... Welcome to the Emirates of Al-Naemany World Minecraft! Yes, yes, it is the most modern city with rich architecture and beautiful scenery! Experienced players in the world of Minecraft Bedrock will ... Still looking for an excellent base for survival in the world of Minecraft? Map of The Underground Ravine
Base! be sure to please you with such a bunker! This world territory Minecraft Bedrock ... Especially for fans of PvP cards in the world of Minecraft, we are in time to introduce a new exciting mini-game based on the popular game Brawl Stars! You will find exciting gameplay in which you can play ... Superland 2.0 Realm
Map for Minecraft consists of several exciting mini-games that are perfect for Realms servers or for local multiplayer mode. This gameplay will require you to call at least one of... We are happy to present you with a land inhabited by indomitable spiders and unpleasant dark elves of the world of Minecraft! Yes, it is on this
amazing map you will test all your survival skills! ... We are happy to please experienced players of the world of Minecraft and invite them to relax at the new resort PortAventura World! This map is based on the largest entertainment resort located in ... Looking for a spacious PvP map in Minecraft World? Then you will be
interested in the new mini-game PvP Power: Champions! The map includes 5 arenas, several combat kits and world rows ... Are you looking for a decent map to showcase your parkour skills in the Minecraft world? MAP What do you want! This world territory Minecraft Bedrock is ... Page 19 Welcome to The Bouncy
Castle Corrections Card, created by Potato Studios specifically for Minecraft! On the new map Bouncy Castle Correctional Facility, completely unconventional prisons ... Can you run fast around the world Minecraft? Let's check it out in the territory of the new fascinating PAG Vanishing Gravel Card! You will need to call
at least one of your friends around... We invite you to explore the new modern riverside mansion in the new SG Birch - Castle House Mansion! Still thinking about changing your home in the world of Minecraft? ... The orphanage is one of the most popular horror maps in the world of Minecraft. We are happy to present
you with a portable version of this adventure. The textures and some features remain the same, however, ... Throwing architectural structures from other games into the world of Minecraft was a good one. The map of the Castle Toadstool recreates the castle Toadstool, which many could see in Super Mario ... Well, are
you ready to test your snooker skills in the world of Minecraft? Hidden card buttons will gladly offer you similar gameplay! Your attention will be presented on 7 exciting levels in ... Looking for a new format for PvP battles in the world of Minecraft? And what about the new BlockBerry Studios map - LevitationPVP, where
you have to fight to the death in the absence of gravity? Be... Did you know that in the world of Minecraft there are houses that build themselves? On The Self-Building Modern House, you can just explore the creation of the Minecraft Bedrok world! Just find... Looking for a new city to explore in the world of Minecraft? We
are happy to please you with a new city map of Vinuz, the construction of which took a year! You will find a stunning city... Players of the world of Minecraft will finally have the real world of Walt Disney added to the game! The Walt Disneyworld Minecraft map was created within two years, and today it was published!
However... Want to visit the panda sanctuary in the world of Minecraft? The PandaResort map is sure to please fans of these cute creatures! In this area of the world of Minecraft Bedrock, you ... Probably many players are waiting for the full version of the beautiful Fashion Village and Pillage, which is about to be
available in the world of Minecraft! In the meantime, we invite you to enjoy ... Page 20 We're excited to introduce you to the official world for SkyGames fans in Minecraft! The new adventure map SG Fan Realm 2019 1.2 can be used by you as your own world where you can have fun with friends... Here we have 10
months of hard work and today we are happy to present you with Team Fortress 2: Capture Intelligence! The legendary map has finally been recreated on Minecraft PE and ... Looking for a unique world of survival in the world of Minecraft? Then you should definitely explore the new Aether PE card. A few stunning
celestial islands with very detailed textures are waiting... Still not figured out redstone in the world of Minecraft? A step-by-step guide to the territory of the step-by-step training map will teach you everything! If you still don't know how to build... Well, fans of parkour in the world of Minecraft, especially for you, we have
prepared another fascinating 10-second map, which includes 6 different colorful areas of parkour! You have to get to ... Are you tired of building, working, gaining experience, fighting, fighting and conquering the world of Minecraft? Yes, it's time to rest. Map of Thorpe Park is a theme park in England... Mob Arena Battles
3 is a Minecraft PE card where you will face the battle of PVE (players vs. mobs). We recommend you to assemble a team of a maximum of 5 people and ... Have you already loved Freddie's Five Nights series for Minecraft PE? Well, we offer you to live another night on the map Five Nights at Freddie: Sister Location!
You will find a horror game with... On the Hotel Escape map you will find interesting adventures and complex puzzles that test your skills in the world of Minecraft PE. Here you will find 10 different rooms where you need... For those who love toy history and cartoon toy story, the toy story map Minecraft PE 0.15.0 / 0.15.1
/ 0.15.2 appeared, which completely returns this atmosphere. Quite something... This area is based on one popular city map for Minecraft! But this time it looks even better. The school and the weight of other city buildings have been improved, the hostel has been added, ... Want to embark on another exciting journey
into the world of Minecraft PE? We are happy to please you with a wonderful map of the Prison for Life - Can you escape? You have been arrested for a crime and ... Page 21 Last Day on the Earth Map is a Minecraft PE map inspired by the popular game of the same name. You are one of the few survivors of World War
II in MCPE. The rest of the lucky ones went on ... Do you lack entertainment in the world of Minecraft PE? On the am Land Amusement Park map, you'll find a real amusement park, including everything from exciting rollers... Here is a PvP map of the medieval WARS of TNT. And here you have to build a tnt gun. They will
help you in battles with the enemy team. To win, you must either nail all the members of the opposing team. Ok... The Kingdom of Avon is a medieval adventure Open World RPG map for Minecraft PE. The entire gameplay takes place in the lands of the kingdom of Avon. You play the role of the legendary hero of the
mcPI world,... You urgently need a new exciting mini-game for Minecraft PE with your Here's a map of the Walls, where you'll find a popular mini-game for PvP battles,... Do you like the celestial islands in the world of Minecraft? We are happy to please you with SG SkyWars! A total of 15 different celestial islands of the
world Minecraft are waiting for you, and in ... Do you like the world of Minecraft PE to fly on Elytra? SG Elytra Party Map is one of the best mini-games available for MCPE in the Elitra area. We recommend playing multiplayer ... Need an exciting mini-game for your friends in the Minecraft world? We invite you to try the
SG Bed Wars card, where you will find yourself in a large arena with beds! Here you are ... This may be the first time you've met. The Walking Dead map Minecraft PE 0.15.0 completely breaks the stereotype of zombie games. Usually you run away from them, but this time nothing will ... On this map you will discover
your own map of the Jurassic World where you can see real dinosaurs with your own eyes, and even ride it if you want it. As for the release of the Jurassic film ... The GTA San Andreas map for Minecraft PE is a portable version of the area around Holywood in Los Santos, San Andreas. GTA San Andreas is an old and
still quite popular game (and especially... The event, which happened with the Titanic in 1912, remains in the memory of people to this day. Largely due to the film adaptation of the incident in a big dramatic film. Flooding of the Titanic for ... Page 22 On the Territory of the End of TNT Wars map for Minecraft PE you will
find an exciting PvP-style mini-game for you and your friends! Here you will need to build TNT checkered guns, which you will then need to use in... SG zombie 6 is a continuation of the SG zombie card series for Minecraft PE. This map includes guns from a cloud military package. Also, to make your gameplay in MCPE
even more enjoyable,... In the abandoned Minecraft PE theme park, you'll find an arena in an old abandoned theme park. This area will quietly accommodate up to 12 players who ... This is an open world of survival. This is Fallout PE 0.16.0, based on Fallout. And it was here that the topic of postpsypsy was realized. It's
a city in ... Surely you remember the good old hero Super Mario. Now you can see it in your favorite game. This feature will give you a map of Mario 3D land for Minecraft PE 0.14.0 from which you can jump into ... Are you looking for a cozy home in the world of Minecraft? We are happy to offer you to download the new
Woodlux Modern House! In the territory with the map you will find a stunning wooden ... Tomb Crafter 7: Christmas is the latest card from the popular Tomb Crafter card series for Minecraft PE. This time you went to the North Pole where you need to decide Hard... We invite you to explore a unique map - Aphrodite
Village in the world of Minecraft. It is located on another planet and is covered with dense rainforests. This map was created specifically ... For a long time they wanted to add racing to the world of Minecraft PE? On vanilla vehicles: Racing and Fun Map for MCPE you will find a fully automated racing system with sounds,
music and ... Want to try to go through the difficult unpredictable survival in the world of Minecraft? We hasten to present you an amazing map LuckyTree SkyBlock, in the territory of which you... Do you know Bob's sponge, or a sponge bob? So I'm in a hurry to make you happy, now you can meet this hero in MCPE!
SpongeBob Movie was created over two years ago for the Minecraft Xbox Edition. ... This map invites you to take part in an exciting race. You can invite your friends and make two teams. One of them will be a policeman and the other will be a prisoner. Prisoners must develop a strategy ... Page 23 If you like large
buildings, then My Redstone Smart House Map for MCPE 1.0.5, 1.0.4, 1.0.3, 1.0.0 you should look at. Here you will find a huge mansion. It can be used the way you want. It's perfect ... FS NUK3TOWN is a mini remake of the multiplayer map COD: Black Ops 3 NUK3Town in Minecraft PE. This area includes features
such as lobby, which serves as the main menu, black shop market, custom ... Tired of the same type of adventure in the world of Minecraft PE? We present you a peaceful and peaceful map of the Journey of Life. This wonderful adventure in MCPE will sleep you in the village ... Would you also like to find buttons in
MCPE? On the map Find the button: The Underground edition for Minecraft you wait for 10 exciting levels, each of which is underground or in some cave, or in ... PRISON 6.5 is a Minecraft PE prison card that can be used for role-playing games, police and robbers, prison escapes, or any other time you may need jail.
There are some interesting ... Burning It Down: Burn'em Mobs for Minecraft PE features an exciting multiplayer mini-game. The map includes survival in different conditions. Once you sleep in this area, you... The map of 10 things needed to create a terrible horror map includes a lot of inspiration, tips and ideas for those
who want to create a terrible but at the same time interesting map of horrors for ... We encourage every fan of the Star Wars movie series to download this interesting map. The epic Battle of Star Wars for Minecraft PE 0.14.0 recreates a battle in which huge robots were involved attacking ... In the world of color, on the
World of Color for Minecraft PE map, you'll find many interesting real-time events and events. you can make parkour, go to the standard... Do you like Harry Potter movies? Now in the world of Minecraft Minecraft You can feel like a real magician and student of Hogwarts! The map of Hogwarts and surrounding areas for
MCPE will gladly take ... On the undertale: Free Roam for Minecraft PE, you'll find a popular role-playing game called Undertale. Originally it was created for Minecraft: Java Edition, but now ... And you also like to solve different puzzles? The puzzle map for Minecraft PE includes 8 different puzzles. It's perfect for
beginners in the MCPE world because they haven't had much... Page 24 Is a fairly versatile school and neighborhood map for Minecraft PE waiting for its heroes! On its territory you will find a small area of the world MCPE, which includes a school, theater and ... Batty and the Killing Machine is a Minecraft PE map based
on a popular game called Bendy and the Ink Machine.  This is only the first chapter for MCPE, and if all goes well, ... Do you like to play hide-and-seek? We're excited to introduce you to Lost Forest Hide and look for a map for Minecraft PE where you can play the game with your friends! Your arena for hide-and-seek ...
On the territory of a small Classic Hunger Games card for Minecraft PE, you'll find a real survival game that's perfect for 2-8 people. Classic Hunger Games Map is a very popular mini-game... Well, fans of the popular mini-game Five nights at Freddie's we want to please you with another amazing creation of the world of
Minecraft PE - Five Nights At Freddy's Map! On the territory ... Christmas is considered one of the biggest holidays and is dedicated to the Mega Dropper XMAS map for Minecraft 0.13.1. The festive mood is already in full swing around us on the map Mega Dropper XMAS. ... Looking for a great place to survive? On
SkySurvival Map for Minecraft PE you will be swamped on a floating island in the sky. Your main goal is to collect all the resources... We are happy to present you with the real home of the future - Smart House Map! On the Smart House for Minecraft PE, you'll find a mansion equipped with a talking super intelligent... Do
you like the horror adventure for Minecraft PE? - If so - Spooky's JumpScare Mansion Card is for you! We're excited to introduce you to a new map based on spooky's popular horror game Spooky's Jump Scare Mansion. ... Minecraft has a new Adventure Castle map that will entertain you. Although here you will rather
have to fight for their rights. But it's also wildly interesting. It turned out that evil... Right now we have Hello Neighbor Map that took the story out of this video game. And the story is that you were somehow in your neighbor's house. And now you're going to leave. Only you do ... We're excited to introduce you to a
fascinating sequel to the Infinite Parkour series for Minecraft PE! This gameplay will take you somewhere 5-15 minutes that ... Page 25 Creepy Sounds for Horror Map - Music has recently become an extremely important component of life for everyone. In Minecraft PE, it is also ranked far from the last place. And it is very
important that ... Map of the metropolis for Minecraft PE Many of us love to travel. And that's okay, because that's how we expand our horizons. If at this stage you do not have the opportunity... We're excited to introduce the third installment of the Bendy Game Horror horror series for Minecraft PE. This time you have to
save your friend from the kidnapper, but it will not be easy...
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